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Abstract 

Xing is one of the most elusive literary terms in Chinese literary tradition. Since its first 
appearance in the Ritual of Zhou, scholars both home and abroad have made in-depth 
studies on it. This paper briefly reviews several representative articles by overseas and 
Taiwan scholars, hoping that it could broaden our understanding of xing. 
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1. Introduction 

Xing, the most elusive term in Chinese literary tradition, is closely related with The Odes, which 
is generally regarded as the earliest anthology of poetry in China. Due to its unusual charm, 
scholars both home and abroad are willingly under its spell. In recent years, many insightful 
papers dealing the problem of xing have been published. And in this literature review, we will 
examine the relatively representative one in this field. First, we will briefly review the history 
of xing. 

The discussion of xing can be traced back to “Chungong dashi”春宫大师 of The Ritual of Zhou

周 礼 “Teaching the six features, namely: feng(air), fu(exposition), bi(comparison), 

xing(stimulation), ya(elegance), and song(hymn)教六诗，曰风、曰赋、曰比、曰兴、曰雅、

曰颂.” In Han dynasty, The Great Preface to the Mao Edition of The Odes毛诗大序called the six 
features six principles: Shi has six principles: first, feng; second, fu; third, bi; fourth, xing; fifth, 
ya; sixth, song诗有六义焉：一曰风，二曰赋，三曰比，四曰兴，五曰雅，六曰颂. Kong Yinda 
of Tang dynasty divided the six principles into a three-three category: “fu, bi, xing are the 
techniques of Shi; feng, ya, song are the forms of Shi赋、比、兴是诗之所用，风、雅、颂是诗

之成形.” And this classification was generally accepted by the later scholars. Among the three 
techniques, fu is the easiest one to definite, and thus the least disputes. However, bi and xing 
are always in the danger of overlapping with each other. That is why Yao Jiheng姚际恒divided 

xing into two categories, one is xing-bi兴而比，the other is merely xing. Because of the lack of 
a clear definition of xing, painful efforts have been made by global scholars in order to pin down 
this mythical concept. Before reviewing the main essays on xing, I would like to make a brief 
summary of the historical discussions on xing, which, I think, could be conductive to the 
understanding of the upcoming essays. 

2. The Historical Discussions on Xing 

In ancient time, Zheng Zhong 郑众(?-114)in his annotation of The Ritual of Zhou周礼 wrote that, 

“Bi is to make a comparison to an object; xing is to entrust a situation to an object比者比方寓

物;兴者托事寓物.” Zheng Xuan郑玄(127-200) said in his annotation of The Ritual of Zhou周礼, 
“When one sees the present satisfying situation, he compares it to a good object so as to 
encourage it. This is called xing of excellent poetry. In fact, good poetry incorporates both bi 
and xing见今之美取善事以劝之，谓美诗之兴也，其实美诗俱有比兴者也.” Zhi Yu挚虞(?-311) 

hold that “Xing refers to words inspired by emotions兴者有感之辞也.” K’ung Ying-ta(574-648)
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孔颖达 in Mao Shi Zheng Yi 毛诗正义defines xing as “Seeing the merits in the government, one 

does not want to be flattering and thus lists all the good deeds as encouragement兴，见今之

美，嫌于献媚，取善事以劝之” and bi as “Seeing the wrongs in the government, one dares not 

expose them explicitly and thus resorts to analogies by using bi 比，见今之失，不敢斥言，取

比类以言之 .” Zhu Xi(1130-1200)朱熹  said in his Shi jing jizhu诗经集注  “Xing is to say 

something else first so as to lead to what the poet is going to sing先言他物以引起所咏之词也.” 

From the above we can see that the ancient scholars did have some very insightful view on this 
problem, but compared with the forceful and systematic discussions by modern scholars, their 
opinions may seem a little general and impressionistic. Especially those Chinese scholars who 
have spent long time teaching in the western countries possess tremendous advantages in 
solving this problem because they are not only quite familiar with the subject of xing but also 
can look at it from the perspective of western people’s eye. In the following paragraphs, I would 
like to review several essays on the problem of xing, and then make a brief comment on their 
arguments.  

3. Review on Major Essays 

3.1. The Linguistic and Mythical Structure of Hsing as a Combinational Model 

In this essay, Ying-hsiung Chou tackles this problem from the perspective of modern linguistic 
theory. He adopts Roman Jakobson’s concept of selection and combination as the theoretical 
foundation, trying to analyze xing and bi from the technical-linguistic level and the cultural 
mythical level.  

In Jakobson’s theory, “language…is a system in which rules dictate as to how linguistic elements 
are selected from…and combined into units that bear meaning. These two primary functions of 
selection (substitution) and combination (contiguity) are present on almost all linguistic levels 
[1].” 

After discussing on the feasibility of applying Jakobson’s theory to Chinese literature, he follows 
Wang Ching-chih’s argument thinking bi is analogous association and can be regarded as a 
“metaphorical operation in which one term substitutes（selection） for a similar term [1].” He 
further argues that except for creating a sense of physical immediacy, we should still take notice 
on two characters of xing. The first is that it is mainly used to combine the internal and the 
external world. The second is that in the cases of highly refined Regulated Verse, parallelism 
reigns supreme. If in a coupling device, the contiguous lines are all metaphors, then their 
metaphorical qualities will be played down, and people will give more attention on their 
combinational effect, and what is the inter-relationship between them. 

As we have discussed above, bi is closely related with selection, while xing relies more on 
combination. It is Wang Ching-chih’s contiguous association, and Jakobson’s metonymic 
operation. Two terms will be placed next to each other in xing, however, this combination is 
unusual. It is not totally rule-governed, so not all of the combinations are predictable, and the 
relationships between the combined elements are not exactly grammatical, much less logical. 
So they are more often determined by cultural orientations of the age. 

In the end, Chou concludes that the combination between xing and response seems to be 
metonymic at first sight, but actually it is metaphoric and if we want to better understand it, we 
had better “put hsing in an overall cultural context and view the homologous relationships in a 
cultural-mythical light [1].” 

3.2. On the Technique of Hsing in the Shih Ching 

Lung mainly tackles with four problems on xing in this essay. (1) As many scholars have 
confused the xing in Confucius’s words “诗可以兴” with the xing in the trinity of fu, bi, and xing, 
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he argues that the meaning of xing is totally different in this two circumstance. (2) Whether 
xing sentences have meaning or not has always been the most debated problems around xing. 
After rebutting the arguments that xing does not have meaning, Lung gives the poem 麟之趾 in 
the Odes as an example to illustrate that actually xing has meaning. He also introduces Wang 
Ching-chih’s method of replacing the original sentence with other ones to demonstrate his 
opinion. He acknowledges that there are also circumstances where xing does not have meaning, 
and it is their rhyme that matters. But this is not the unique phenomenon of xing. It also exists 
in bi and fu. (3) In the third part, he talks about the difference between xing and bi. He maintains 
that bi comes from intelligence, while xing results from emotion “比是自智出发，兴是由感得

来” [2], which are greatly different from each other. He also illustrates from this point of view 
the reason why there are cases the image that xing sentences depict are not present. Because 
all the former experiences, impressions, knowledge, concepts, etc. can be the inspiration of 
scholars and become the xing image. (4) In the fourth part, Lung mentions that although fu, bi, 
and xing can all be used to make poetry, only xing is peculiar to the Odes, so Master Mao only 
marked xing in his annotation of the Odes. As regard to the position of xing, he argues that it 
only exists in the initial position, or in the middle position where the rhyme need to be changed. 
The final xing does not exist. 

3.3. Xing Again: A Formal Re-investigation 

In this essay, Dai takes the issue of “presence” in Karl S.Y. Kao’s “Rhetorical Device” as point of 
departure. After showing his doubts on Kao’s conclusion, he points out that there exists “a 
prevailing misconception, which holds that a xing image presents an object or scene that forms 
part of the scene being described [3].” He thinks that “an object or scene does not necessarily 
have to be incorporated into the ‘actual scene’ in order to become an authentic xing image [3].” 
He also uses Xu Fu-guan’s words to support his idea, “a xing object or scene ‘can be what is 
before the (poet’s) physical eye and can be what suddenly appears in the mind’s eye可能是眼

前看见的，也可能是心中忽然浮起的 .” After denying the viewpoint of “presence”, he 
introduces Paul Riceour’s theory of predication to illustrate his opinion. He proposes that “it is 
precisely the lack of predication in the xing expression that differentiates it from the bi or 
metaphorical process [3].” Considering that there are cases that there is also no syntactical 
predication in bi due to omission, Dai brings “the problem of order or sequence” on the stage. 
In the case of bi, “the normal syntagmatic sequence requires that the vehicle go after the tenor”, 
while in the case of xing, “the natural structure order of xing is that the xing part precedes the 
topic [3]”. He further differentiates xing from bi using Charles Sander Peierce’s theory of sign 
and icon, and contends that “the xing image, for the lack of assimilating predication, indeed 
approximates an icon which, ‘in and of itself, asserts nothing’, and pertains to the conception of 
being or existing independent of anything else”, thus is closer to Firstness; bi, however, “the 
iconic aspect of an image becomes a relation, a dependent and therefore a Secondness [3].” He 
also argues that the ground of similarity between bi and xing is different, which is “made” in bi 
and “interpreted” in xing. This kind of free interpretation endows readers with a broader space 
to understand a poem. As regard to the way xing generates meaning, Dai denies Ying-hsiung 
Chou’s proposal of spatial reading, saying that “Shijing… is oral in origin” and “oral literature is 
of linear progression in nature and it functions primarily in time rather than in space [3]”. And 
spatial reading also has the danger of ignoring the issue of sequence. He contends that the mode 
of retrospection is a better way to explain the meaning producing process of xing.  

3.4. Historicity of Interpretation: Reflection on Xing in Classical Chinese Poetry 

In this essay, Fu mainly talks about xing from three aspects: namely, the association of the 
ontology of poetry with readers’ responses; readers’ horizon of expectation; the possible 
intellectual gap between metaphorical thinking and logical thinking.  
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In the beginning of this essay, he discusses from the angle of ontology that different from 
painting, poetry can only get its ontological status in the reading process. So, the discussions on 
xing should also pay attention to the receptive process, the reader’s response. He further 
divided xing into three categories, which seems a little farfetched to me. Besides, his analysis of 
the poems is also not convincing. But his view that the historical context of the poem is useful 
in understanding the poem is quite illuminating. Readers’ horizon of expectation changes over 
time, and this leads to the difficulty in understanding poems. He also gives the well-known 
Yuefu poem “Southeast the Peacock Flies” as an example, which forcefully support his 
viewpoint. So, he suggests that for poems which are composed long time ago, the connection in 
the poems is lost to our modern readers, so we have to reconstruct this connection. But this 
process is quite complicated due to the intellectual gap resulting from the enormous difference 
between the mythical thinking which is essentially metaphoric and the logical thinking which 
celebrates reasoning. Fearing that his readers would doubt the possibility of using our logic 
thinking to reconstruct the mythical thinking of the ancient poets, he argues that “every reading 
or interpretation has its historical limitation, which is caused by its attempt to re-create the 
past on the one hand and the impossibility to exhaust or fully penetrate the past on the other 
[4].” 

3.5. Fu-Bi-Xing: A Metatheory of Poetry-Making  

Compared with other scholars, Gu has made the most effort in applying modern linguistic 
theories and psychological theories to explore on the problem of xing. In the beginning of this 
essay, Gu has made a comprehensive literature review in his article, when it comes to Dai Wei-
qun, he pointed out that Dai hasn’t taken attention on “the unique and basic feature of classical 
Chinese poetry-making: the fluidity and flexibility of juxtaposition [5].” So the order or 
sequence can not be the dividing ridge between xing and bi. 

Using Lacan’s argument that “the unconscious is structured like a language”, Gu shows his 
objection towards Dai’s observation that xing image does not belong to discourse because xing 
is not selected randomly by the poet, it results from the poet’s conscious or unconscious 
contemplation and intellectualization. 

Gu criticizes Dai for his failure to argue adequately why a xing image approximates an icon. He 
thinks that this defect shows the shortcoming of the formal approach: xing is not a pure 
rhetorical device but a manifestation of some integral state of mind. So it can not be defined in 
a pure formal way. “The formal absence of predication is a false impression. Implied predication 
is provided by the unique Chinese way of juxtaposition……juxtaposition in poetic Chinese is not 
simply putting any words together. There are inherent logical processes working in the mind 
of the poet or the reader [5].”   

After a detailed analysis of Dai’s essay, Gu himself adopts Jakobson’s equivalence principle, 
Barthes’ semiology and Derrida’s differance, arguing that the signifying process of xing is a kind 
of differance. He takes the second stanza of the “Guanju” poem to illustrate his point of view. In 
the beginning of the stanza, the vegetable and the girl form a metonymic relationship, but later 
bi is also introduced. The vegetable and the action of picking vegetables form a metaphoric 
relationship with the girl and the action of seeking separately. So, in conclusion, he argues that 
xing is “an essential part of poetry-making [5].” 

He also uses Jakobson’s theory of metaphor and metonymy, Freud’s theory of condensation and 
displacement, and Lacan’s theory based on that of Freud’s to help to illustrate his arguments. 
He concludes that bi is equivalent to metaphor and xing may contain one or more metaphors 
and metonymies. “Bi is a static, single metaphor, while xing is a dynamic, total, totalizing 
metaphor…the literary theory of fu-bi-xing… constitutes a metatheory of poetry-making in 
which fu, bi, and xing represent three intertwined and overlapping stages of a deepening poetic 
process [5].” 
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4. Conclusion 

After reading these articles, we may find that despite of the painstaking efforts that scholars 
have made, we still can’t have a clear-cut definition of xing, so does the position of xing, xing’s 
connection with response, the significance of xing, etc. But just like Ka-faiYao’s opinion, it is the 
heated discussion on xing that enriches Chinese literature and culture, and entices people to 
exhaust their energy to explore on this problem. The discussion on xing can not only be 
restricted in the ancient poems, as the oldest technique of composing poems, it can surely be 
used to analyze the contemporary poems. So, it is worth our while to keep on exploring new 
perspectives to examine it. 
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